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Chhattisgarh State Cricket Sangh
  Raipur, Chhattisgarh

Chhattisgarh State Cricket Sangh is the governing body of
cricket in Chhattisgarh state and is affiliated to the Board of
Control for Cricket in India. To enhance the skill set of the
cricketers, this bespoke indoor cricket practice arena was
specially created.

TigerTurf Premier cricket surface is manufactured
specifically for cricket pitches and installed for a wide range
of playing situations – for match play, in the nets, indoor
training facilities and to provide all-weather surface.
TigerTurf TigerTest is perhaps the most versatile product in
the turf industry and not only offers excellent bounce and
swing but also spin and helps enhance skill and technique.

A complete turnkey project for indoor practice pitches

Project completion: November, 2022

Base: Plain cement concrete 

Surface: TigerTurf Premier, TigerTurf
                   TigerTest (cricket) and TigerTurf 
                    XP Pro 40 (outfield)                                               
                                                                                                           

                                                            

TigerTurf is one of the few companies with a certified product
from the English Wales & Cricket County Board and has a
range made especially for cricket pitches alone. To lend
variety, we used our TigerTurf Premier and TigerTurf TigerTest
for the pitches and our unique patented yarn with HR
formulation, TigerTurf XP Pro for the run-up. With 8 practice
pitches, this is indeed an awesome facility. 

A turnkey solution was provided here from the laying of the
turf to the installation of lights so that the arena may be put
to use day and night, and cricket remains the winner. And
when you have specially made cricket pitches from
TigerTurf, you can be rest assured that your product has a
much longer lifespan without the maintenance costs and a
continuous playing experience. 

We simply call it the love of the sport.
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